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Release in short

New features

 Absa matters can now be sent to Correspondents to facilitate signing

 Sending multiple documents for signature via email is simplified

 Configure your preferred signature image in Preferences

 Draft signing session can now be edited fully in all aspects

 Billing option for Transactional billing is available in administration

Minor enhancements

 Paging enhanced to allow the reader to move to a specific page number

 Signing status per signatory in the detail expandable

Administration

 Administrators can capture a company’s Billing ID
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Release in short (continued)

Problems resolved

 Initial user invitation emails valid for an extended period

 Text field character lengths controlled by PDF

 Company Registration number now optional and no longer required to be unique

 Debit Order Authorisation, General Session in Security and Session of Insurance can now sent from Lexis Convey 
individually



Assigning Absa matters 
to Correspondents to 
facilitate signature



Assigning Absa matters to a Correspondent
To facilitate signature

A new icon was added to the Absa inbox to allow the user who created the signing session to assign a correspondent 
to the matter.
Clicking the icon will expand a panel to capture the email address of a Lexis Sign user in another company who is setup 
to facilitate Absa signatures



Assigning Absa matters to a Correspondent (continued)
To facilitate signature

Once the Correspondent is assigned, an email is sent to the correspondent that the documents have been assigned to 
them to facilitate signature and the documents appear in their Absa Inbox.



Sending multiple documents for 
signature via email simplified



Sending multiple documents for signature via email
Simplified

The signatories requested to sign multiple documents 
receive a mail with a single link.

By clicking the link, the signatory will have access to the 
complete set of documents sent for signature.

Once each document has been signed, the signatory will 
automatically be taken to the next document until the last 
document.

After all documents were signed, the signatory will be shown 
the “Thank you” screen.

The user who requested the signing of the documents would 
only receive status update emails once a signatory signed 
all documents.
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Preferences Preferred signature 
image



Configure your preferred signature image in Preferences

Users can now configure their default signature image my navigating to Preferences on the side panel to the left of the 
Inbox screen and choosing Signature preferences.
Choose any of the methods available from the action button to configure your preferred signature image
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Editing draft documents



Editing drafts
In all aspects

After creating a signing session, before finalizing it is available Drafts

Editing a Draft now allows 
one to change every 
aspect of the signing 
session including 
signatories, advanced 
settings and documents
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Transactional Billing



Transactional Billing
In administration

Per signing session billing option is available on subscription and within the Administration section.



For more information
sign.support@lexisnexis.co.za

+27 (0)861 153 947

www.lexissign.co.za

mailto:sign.support@lexisnexis.co.za
http://www.lexissign.co.za/
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